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strict observance by care for their daily bread, but alien to the
spirit of the Schools, if not to their doctrines, intensely religious,
more inclined to trust Jahweh than to fear him, guided rather
by impulse than by scruple.1
This distinction may be an artificial one, and I admit that,
though it may be true in principle, it was not so sharp in reality.
Be this as it may, it is clear that none in Israel hoped or yearned
for the coming of the Man of God with more eager faith than did
the fam ha-ares. The tradition of their people, apart from the
Messianic hope proper, had rendered them familiar with the
expectation of a Divine Message embodied in a person. The
Spirit of Jahweh had long been accustomed to take hold of a man
and make him a mouthpiece and an instrument. We know that
already towards the time of Jesus there were many mystics
who believed themselves to be the Coming One, or imagined at
least that they had received authority (ISovala) to prepare the
way for his coming. The oppressed had little to lose if they lent
a willing ear to such men or pursued the will o? the wisp of their
illusions ; and the *anavimt having once believed that these
fanatics were sent by God, had no further fears. The dxs-
illusionments, occasionally disastrous, which these unfortunate
people had already experienced did not kill their conviction that
a decisive intervention was at hand, and might even now be
presenting itself.
If a ndbi of the political type arose preaching a holy war
against the foreign oppressor, and obtained a following, the
result was a bloody revolt with all its consequences. In the
first two centuries of the Christian era, Israel had several times
known the depths of such disturbance and disaster, and between
the great crises we hear of a number of such attempts, either
abortive or promptly strangled. They explain and justify the
distrust of his subjects entertained by the Roman procurator.
But if, however, the prophet in question, renouncing the appeal
to force, claimed to be wholly concerned with religion, what
would happen ? He might announce the advent of the Blessed
of Jahweh, and raise still higher the faith of the fanavim disposed
to believe in him. But the mere prolongation of a vain hope
should tend to allay the unrest accompanying it. Again, he
might bring them a doctrine more or less novel and a revelation
more or less original, but he could scarcely hope for its accept-
ance in the face of the hostility of the Sadducees or the dialectic
of the Pharisees. He had no chance of success within the circle
1 W. Sattler, op. cit. The author attaches great importance to these
people, -whom he connects with John the Baptist and Jesus, detecting
further reference to them in the Epistle of James.
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